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Abstract

“Toy worlds” involving actions, such as the blocks world and
the Missionaries and Cannibals puzzle, are often used by re-
searchers in the areas of commonsense reasoning and plan-
ning to illustrate and test their ideas. We would like to cre-
ate a database of general-purpose knowledge about actions
that encodes common features of many action domains of
this kind, in the same way as abstract algebra and topology
represent common features of specific number systems. This
paper is a report on the first stage of this project—the design
of an action description language in which this database will
be written. The new language is an extension of the action
languageC+. Its main distinctive feature is the possibility
of referring to other action descriptions in the definition of a
new action domain.

Introduction
Since the early days of AI, researchers have been using “toy
worlds” to illustrate and test their ideas related to action
and change. For instance, a large part of the classical pa-
per (Amarel 1968) is about the Missionaries and Cannibals
puzzle; the answer literal method is explained in (Green
1969) using two other domains: Monkey and Bananas and
the Towers of Hanoi. An attempt to use circumscription to
solve the frame problem is described in (McCarthy 1986)
in terms of the blocks world, and the need to modify that
approach is demonstrated in (Hanks & McDermott 1987)
using the Yale Shooting scenario. Many “benchmark prob-
lems” of this kind are collected in (Mueller 2006, Table 1.1).
Toy worlds are used also in planning competitions.

These action domains have many common features, and
we would like to create a database of general facts related
to actions that encodes these features, just like abstract al-
gebra and topology represent common properties of specific
mathematical structures. When a mathematician describes
axioms for the system of real numbers, he can say that it
is a group relative to addition; by doing this, he replaces
a part of the axiom set with a reference to a general con-
cept. In the same way, we would like to avoid the need to
list explicitly some of the properties of crossing the river in
the Missionaries and Cannibals puzzle, climbing on the box
in the Monkey and Bananas domain, stacking blocks in the
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blocks world, and so forth. Instead, we will be able to refer
to the abstract concept of moving an object, described in the
database of general-purpose knowledge about actions.

This paper is a preliminary report on the first stage of this
project—on the design of the language in which the database
will be written. Our proposal is a step towards “getting a lan-
guage for expressing general common sense knowledge for
inclusion in a general database” that can be used by any pro-
gram that needs the knowledge, which is “the key problem
of generality in AI” (McCarthy 1987).

The new Modular Action Description language, or
MAD, is based on the action languageC+ (Giunchigliaet
al. 2004) but differs from it in that a MAD action de-
scription generally consists of several modulesM1, . . . ,Mn

that may contain references to other modules in this list.1

A module Mi can use, or “import,” any of the modules
M1, . . . ,Mi−1, possibly in several ways. Each module de-
scribes a set of interrelated fluents and actions. Import state-
ments allow the user to characterize new fluents and actions
by relating them to others, introduced earlier. When a mod-
ule Mi imports a moduleMj , it “inherits” the knowledge
encoded inMj , possibly restricted to a specialized context
and expressed in different notation. The import construct
is essential for our purposes, because descriptions of spe-
cific action domains will need to import parts of the general
database. MAD will also help us organize the database in
a hierarchical way, with modules of a more general nature
imported by more specialized modules.

Erdŏgan & Lifschitz (2006) argue that the ability to de-
fine more specific kinds of actions in terms of more general
kinds is important because this is what human often do when
they describe actions informally. For instance, the dictio-
nary explainswalk as “move by foot,” andclimb as “go up
or down.” These explanations of the wordswalk andclimb
do not list the effects of these actions; rather, they present
these actions as special cases of some other actions that are
supposed to be already familiar to us. The most fundamen-
tal actions still need to be described directly in terms of the
changes that they cause. The wordmove, for instance, means
“cause to change position,” according to the dictionary. But

1The use of the word “modular” in this paper is not related to its
use in (Herzig & Varzinczak 2004) and (Kakas, Michael, & Miller
2005).
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in many cases the best way to describe an action is to relate
it to something more general. The language MAD allows us
to do this on the basis of a precisely defined semantics.

We expect that MAD will prove itself more elabora-
tion tolerant (McCarthy 2003) than nonmodular action lan-
guages: it will be relatively easy to modify a set of facts
expressed in MAD to take into account new phenomena or
changed circumstances.

Reusable modules in the context of declarative pro-
gramming and knowledge representation have been
discussed by many authors; see, for instance, (Bugliesi,
Lamma, & Mello 1994), (Amir 1999), (Barker, Porter,
& Clark 2001), (Gustafsson & Kvarnström 2004), (Ianni
et al. 2004). Some of this work is applicable to de-
scribing actions. For example, the Component Library
(http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/mfkb/RKF
/clib.html ) describes the actionTransfer by its add-list
and delete-list, in the spirit of STRIPS (Fikes & Nilsson
1971); thenLose is described as the special case ofTransfer
characterized by an additional axiom. MAD differs from
this earlier work in three ways.

First, its semantics, like the semantics of other ac-
tion languages (Gelfond & Lifschitz 1998), is defined in
terms of particularly simple, well-understood mathematical
objects—transition diagrams of the kind familiar from au-
tomata theory. Models of a MAD action description are di-
rected graphs whose vertices are states, and whose edges are
labeled by events (such as Figure 2 in the next section).2

Second, the syntax and semantics of MAD are based on
ideas of nonmonotonic causal logic (Geffner 1990; McCain
& Turner 1997; Giunchigliaet al. 2004), which is much
more expressive than STRIPS and its successor ADL (Ped-
nault 1994). In MAD we can describe actions with indirect
effects and indirect preconditions, nondeterministic actions,
and non-serializable concurrently executed actions.

Third, because of the close relationship between action
languages and answer sets (Lifschitz & Turner 1999), it will
be possible to solve many computational problems for action
domains described in MAD, such as planning, using answer
set programming systems (Lifschitz 2002).

Example

Figure 1 shows a MAD action description consisting of two
modules. Module MOVE is an abstract axiomatization of
“move-like” actions; it can be included, in principle, in a
general-purpose database. (The version of MOVE that we
actually plan to include in the database is more sophisticated
in a number of ways.) Module MONKEY uses MOVE to
describe a simplified form of the Monkey and Bananas do-
main.

This section is an informal discussion of the main parts of
this action description.

2The only other attempt to define a modular action language
that we are aware of is outlined in (Clark, Porter, & Batory 1996),
where STRIPS operators are formed from “components,” similar
to modules in the sense of this paper.

moduleMOVE;

sorts
Thing; Place;

constants
Location(Thing): fluent(Place);
Move(Thing,Place): action;

variables
x: Thing; p: Place;

axioms
inertial Location(x);
exogenousMove(x, p);
Move(x, p) causesLocation(x) = p;
nonexecutableMove(x, p) if Location(x) = p;

endmodule;

moduleMONKEY;

sorts
Thing; Place; Level;

objects
Monkey, Box: Thing;
P1, P2: Place;
BoxTop, Floor: Level;

constants
OnBox: fluent;
Walk(Place), ClimbOn, ClimbOff: action;

variables
x: Thing; p: Place; l: Level;

import MOVE;
Move(x, p) is Walk(p) ∧ x = Monkey;

import MOVE;
Placeis Level;
Location(x) = l is

((x = Monkey∧ OnBox) ∧ l = BoxTop) ∨
(¬(x = Monkey∧ OnBox) ∧ l = Floor);

Move(x, l) is
(x = Monkey∧ l = BoxTop∧ ClimbOn) ∨
(x = Monkey∧ l = Floor ∧ ClimbOff);

axioms
Location(Monkey) = p

if OnBox∧ Location(Box) = p;
nonexecutableClimbOn

if Location(Monkey) 6= Location(Box);
nonexecutableClimbOff ∧ Walk(p);

endmodule

Figure 1: A MAD action description

Module MOVE

According to the sort declaration at the beginning of the
module, there are objects of two kinds: things and places.
According to the constant declarations, the location of a
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thing is a place-valued fluent, and moving a thing to a place
is an action.

The four axioms at the end of the module are similar to
causal laws of action languageC+ (Giunchigliaet al. 2004,
Section 4.2). The location of an object is inertial: it does not
change without a cause. The move actions are exogenous:
they can be executed or not executed at will. Moving an
object affects its location. An object cannot be moved to its
current location.

Module MONKEY
This module describes a simplified version of the Monkey
and Bananas domain that includes the monkey and the box,
but not bananas; furthermore, the box cannot be moved. The
monkey can walk to another place and can climb on and off
the box. All three actions are treated here as special cases of
Move.

There are objects of three kinds: things, places and levels.
The monkey and the box are things; Place 1 and Place 2 are
places; the top of the box and the floor are levels. Being on
the box is a truth-valued fluent. Walking to a place, climbing
on the box and climbing off the box are actions.

The variable declarations are followed by two import
statements. Both of them import the module MOVE, but in
different ways, because actions in this domain can be viewed
as instances ofMovein two ways.

The first import statement

import MOVE;
Move(x, p) is Walk(p) ∧ x = Monkey; (1)

tells us that the axioms from the module MOVE hold if we
understandMove(x, p) as follows:

the actionWalk(p) is executed, andx is Monkey.
According to this special interpretation ofMove, the only
thing that can move is the monkey, and the name for this
special case ofMoveis Walk.

The second import statement describes moving “along the
vertical axis.” The constantMove is reinterpreted again;
also, the sortPlace and the constantLocation are reinter-
preted. In this import statement, places are understood as
levels, so that we can talk about moving from the floor to
the top of the box and the other way around. Furthermore,
Location(x) is understood
• asBoxTopif x is Monkey andOnBoxholds, and

• asFloor otherwise.
Finally, Move(x, l) can be executed in two ways:
• by executingClimbOnif x is Monkeyandl is BoxTop, and

• by executingClimbOff if x is Monkeyandl is Floor.
The three axioms at the end of module MONKEY express

the additional properties of the domain that have no coun-
terparts in our general theory of move-like actions. First,
whenever the monkey is on the box, he is at the same place
where the box is.3 Second, the monkey can’t climb on the

3The use of theC+ constructif in this axiom instead of mate-
rial implication conveys the idea that there is a causal relationship
between the location of the box and the location of the monkey
(Giunchigliaet al. 2004, Section 3.2).

Figure 2: A half of the standard model of the action descrip-
tion shown in Figure 1. The other half can be obtained by
swappingP1 andP2. There are no edges connecting the two
parts of the graph with each other, because no action in this
domain changes the location of the box.

box if the box is at a different place. Finally, he can’t climb
off and walk to another place simultaneously. (Other pairs
of actions cannot be executed concurrently either, as follows
from the axioms already included.)

Standard model
According to the semantics of MAD described below, the
“standard model” of the action description in Figure 1 is a
directed graph with 6 vertices, corresponding to the possible
combinations of values of the fluents

Location(Monkey), Location(Box), OnBox.

The graph has 6 vertices rather than 8 because the first two
fluents cannot have different values ifOnBoxis true. Three
of these vertices, along with the edges connecting them, are
shown in Figure 2. Every edge is labeled by a set of ac-
tion constants, which is either a singleton or the empty set,
because in this example no two actions can be executed con-
currently. The edges labeled∅ are self-loops, because in this
example a state does not change unless an action is executed.

Syntax of MAD
The structure of an action description
As can be seen from the example in Figure 1, a MAD ac-
tion description is a list of modules. A module includes a
name and several optional parts, in a fixed order: sort decla-
rations, object declarations, constant declarations, variable
declarations, and axioms. Additionally, import statements
may appear anywhere between these parts.

A sort name is usually an identifier, although it may also
consist of several identifiers separated by dots; similarly for
object names, constant names, and variable names. Names
consisting of several identifiers are used as auxiliary syntac-
tic expressions in the definition of the semantics of MAD
below.

Axioms are expressions similar to causal laws in the
sense ofC+ (Giunchigliaet al. 2004, Section 4.2 and Ap-
pendix B). Thus the list of axioms of a MAD module is es-
sentially aC+ action description (to be more precise, it be-
comes aC+ action description after grounding).

An import statement consists of the reserved wordimport
and the name of the imported module; it may also include
sort renaming clauses and constant renaming clauses:

{ClimbOn}

{Walk(P2)}

Location(Monkey) = P1, Location(Box) = P1, OnBox= t

Location(Monkey) = P1, Location(Box) = P1, OnBox= f

∅

∅

∅

{ClimbOff }

{Walk(P1)}

Location(Monkey) = P2, Location(Box) = P1, OnBox= f
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<import statement>
::= import <module name>‘;’

{<sort renaming clause>‘;’ }
{<constant renaming clause>‘;’ }

<sort renaming clause>
::= <sort name> is <sort name>

<constant renaming clause>
::= <constant name> [‘(’ {<variable name>‘,’ }

<variable name>‘)’] [‘ =’<variable name>]
is <formula>

For instance, the second import statement in Figure 1 con-
tains one sort renaming clause and two constant renaming
clauses.

Context-dependent conditions
In an action description that consists of modules
M1, . . . ,Mn, the names of the modulesMi should be
different from each other. For every import statementIS
occurring inMi, its module name should be the name of
one of the modulesMj with j < i; we will say thatIS refers
to this moduleMj .

The condition that a name should not be declared more
than once, and that a name should not be used unless it has
been declared earlier, applies to modules in a MAD action
description with two caveats.

First, a name can be declared in a module not only ex-
plicitly, but also implicitly—in an import statement. For in-
stance, the first import statement in module MONKEY (Fig-
ure 1) implicitly declaresThingandPlaceto be sort names,
andLocationto be a constant name. (But it does not declare
Move; see below.)

To give the general definition of “implicitly declared,”
note first that any import statement has the form

import NAME;
s1 is s′1;
· · ·
sk is s′k;
c1 · · · is F1;
· · ·
cl · · · is Fl;

(2)

whereNAME is a module name,s1, . . . , sk, s′1, . . . , s
′
k are

sort names,c1, . . . , cl are constant names. (The dots af-
ter eachcj represent the two optional parts in the rule for
<constant renaming clause> above.) We define the relation
“implicitly declares” recursively, as follows. An occurrence
of an import statement (2) inMi implicitly declares a namez
to be a sort name (or object name, or constant name) if

(i) z is declared to be a sort name (respectively, object
name or constant name), explicitly or implicitly, in the
module that (2) refers to, and

(ii) z is different froms1, . . . , sk, c1, . . . , cl.

Note that, according to this definition, a variable name
cannot be declared implicitly; each variable name in MAD
is “local” to the module in which it is declared. Condi-
tion (ii) expresses thats1, . . . , sk, c1, . . . , cl are “renamed”
in the specialization of the module that (2) refers to. For

instance,Move is not declared, even implicitly, in module
MONKEY (Figure 1).

For any import statement (2) occurring inMi, the names
s1, . . . , sk, c1, . . . , cl should be pairwise distinct, and they
should be declared, explicitly or implicitly, in the module
that (2) refers to. Every other name used inMi should be
declared inMi, explicitly or implicitly, before it is used.

Second, multiple declarations of the same name in a mod-
ule are allowed as long as at most one of these declarations
is explicit and all of them declare the name in the same way.
For instance, the sort nameThing is declared three times in
the second module of Figure 1—explicitly at the beginning
of the module, and implicitly twice by the two import state-
ments.

Additional conditions on constant renaming clauses
A constant renaming clause, according to the definition
above, has the form

c(x1, . . . , xp) is F (3)

or
c(x1, . . . , xp) = y is F (4)

(without the parentheses ifp = 0). In either case, we require
that

• the variables to the left ofis be pairwise distinct, and

• every free variable ofF occur to the left ofis.

In a constant renaming clause of the form (3), constantc
should be Boolean.

In a constant renaming clause of the form (4), variabley
should be of the same sort as constantc. Furthermore,F
should “definey in terms ofx1, . . . , xp” in the sense that
the formula

∀x1 · · ·xp∃y′∀y(F ≡ y = y′)

is universally valid. For instance, the constant renaming
clause beginning withLocation(x) = l in Figure 1 satisfies
this condition because the formula

∀x∃l′∀l((((x = Monkey∧ OnBox) ∧ l = BoxTop) ∨
(¬(x = Monkey∧ OnBox) ∧ l = Floor))

≡ l = l′)

is universally valid.

Semantics of MAD
The semantics of MAD is defined here by translating MAD
into C+. The semantics ofC+ action descriptions is de-
scribed in (Giunchigliaet al. 2004, Sections 4.2, 4.4).

As a preliminary step, we show how to convert an arbi-
trary MAD action description into a single module. For in-
stance, the single-module action description corresponding
to Figure 1 is shown in Figure 3. Note the names begin-
ning with I1 and I2 in this module. Intuitively, I1.Moveand
I2.Moveare the “copies” of the constantMove from mod-
ule MOVE that correspond to the two import statements in
Figure 1.

Then we show how to translate any single-module action
description intoC+ by grounding.
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moduleMONKEY;

sorts
Thing; Place; Level;

objects
Monkey, Box: Thing;
P1, P2: Place;
BoxTop, Floor: Level;

constants
OnBox: fluent;
Walk(Place), ClimbOn, ClimbOff: action;
Location(Thing): fluent(Place);
I1.Move(Thing,Place): action;
I2.Location(Thing): fluent(Level);
I2.Move(Thing,Level): action;

variables
x: Thing; p: Place; l: Level;
I1.x: Thing; I1.p: Place;
I2.x: Thing; I2.p: Level;

axioms
Location(Monkey)=p

if OnBox∧ Location(Box)=p;
nonexecutableClimbOn

if Location(Monkey) 6= Location(Box);
nonexecutableClimbOff ∧ Walk(p);

I1.Move(x, p) ≡ Walk(p) ∧ x=Monkey;
inertial Location(I1.x);
exogenousI1.Move(I1.x, I1.p);
I1.Move(I1.x, I1.p) causesLocation(I1.x)= I1.p;
nonexecutableI1.Move(I1.x, I1.p)

if Location(I1.x)= I1.p;

I2.Location(x) = l
≡ ((x = Monkey∧ OnBox) ∧ l = BoxTop) ∨

(¬(x = Monkey∧ OnBox) ∧ l = Floor);
I2.Move(x, l)

≡ (x=Monkey∧ l =BoxTop∧ ClimbOn)∨
(x=Monkey∧ l =Floor ∧ ClimbOff);

inertial I2.Location(I2.x);
exogenousI2.Move(I2.x, I2.p);
I2.Move(I2.x, I2.p)

causesI2.Location(I2.x)= I2.p;
nonexecutableI2.Move(I2.x, I2.p)

if I2.Location(I2.x)= I2.p;

endmodule

Figure 3: A single module corresponding to Figure 1

Generating a single-module description
We begin by defining three auxiliary functions. The func-
tion α turns a module that does not contain import state-
ments into its “specialized form” in accordance with a given
import statement. The functionβ “merges” two modules.
The functionγ eliminates the first import statement from a
given action description.

Let M be a module without import statements,IS an im-

moduleMOVE;

sorts
Thing; Place;

constants
Location(Thing): fluent(Place);
I1.Move(Thing,Place): action;

variables
I1.x: Thing; I1.p: Place;

axioms
I1.Move(x, p) ≡ Walk(p) ∧ x=Monkey;

inertial Location(I1.x);
exogenousI1.Move(I1.x, I1.p);
I1.Move(I1.x, I1.p) causesLocation(I1.x)= I1.p;
nonexecutableI1.Move(I1.x, I1.p)

if Location(I1.x)= I1.p;

endmodule

Figure 4: The result of applyingα to module MOVE from
Figure 1 and import statement (1), withm = 1

port statement (2) such thatNAME is the name ofM , andm
a positive integer. Byα(M, IS,m) we denote the module
obtained fromM by

• replacing every occurrence of each of the sort namessi

with s′i (i = 1, . . . , k);

• prepending “Im.” to every occurrence of every variable
name and to every occurrence of each of the constant
namescj (j = 1, . . . , l);

• inserting the equivalences

Im.cj . . . ≡ Fj , (j = 1, . . . , l), (5)

corresponding to the constant renaming clauses from (2),
at the beginning of the axiom part.4

An example is shown in Figure 4.
Let M andM ′ be modules such thatM ′ does not con-

tain import statements. Byβ(M,M ′) we denote the module
obtained by appending

• the sort names declared inM ′ but not inM ,

• the object, constant and variable declarations fromM ′,
with repetitions removed, and

• the axioms ofM ′

to the corresponding parts ofM .
Let M1; . . . ;Mn be an action description containing at

least one import statement. Byγ(M1; . . . ;Mn) we denote
the action description obtained by replacingMi with

β(M,α(Mj , IS,m))

where

4These equivalences are similar to rules for lifting statements to
other contexts in (McCarthy 1993), and toC+ bridge rules studied
in (Erdŏgan & Lifschitz 2006).
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• Mi is the first module inM1; . . . ;Mn that contains an
import statement,

• IS is the first import statement inMi,

• M is the module obtained fromMi by droppingIS,

• Mj is the module thatIS refers to,

• m is the smallest positive integer such that the string
“I m.” does not occur inM1; . . . ;Mn.

It is clear that applyingγ to an action description decre-
ments the number of import statements by 1. IfM1; . . . ;Mn

containsp import statements thenγp(M1; . . . ;Mn) is an ac-
tion descriptionM ′

1; . . . ;M
′
n that does not contain import

statements. We denote its last termM ′
n by δ(M1; . . . ;Mn).

This is the single-module action description that we consider
to have the same meaning asM1; . . . ;Mn.

For instance, the result of applying translationδ to Fig-
ure 1 is Figure 3.

Grounding
Let M be a single-module action description. Auniverse
function for M is a functionU that assigns a finite nonempty
set of symbols to each sort names of M so thatU(s) con-
tains all object names of sorts but no other names declared
in M . We callU(s) the universe of sorts. For instance, a
universe function for Figure 3 can be defined by

U(Thing) = {Monkey, Box},
U(Place) = {P1, P2},
U(Level) = {BoxTop, Floor}.

(6)

The result ofgrounding M relative to a universe func-
tion U is theC+ action description5 MU that is formed ac-
cording to the following rules.

The signatureσ of MU is determined by the constant dec-
laration part ofM , as follows. If the constant declaration
part contains a constant declaration

. . . , c(s1, . . . , sk), . . . : fluent(s)

then σ includes the symbolsc(z1, . . . , zk) for all
z1 ∈ U(s1), . . . , zk ∈ U(sk), designated as simple fluent
constants with the domainU(s). If fluent in the constant
declaration is not followed by(s) then the corresponding
constants inσ are Boolean. If the declaration contains the
symbolaction instead offluent then the corresponding sym-
bols inσ are action constants.

For instance, ifM is the action description in Figure 3,
andU is defined by (6), thenσ consists of 5 simple fluent
constants and 12 Boolean action constants:

OnBox, Location(Monkey), Location(Box),
I2.Location(Monkey), I2.Location(Box),
Walk(P1), Walk(P2), ClimbOn, ClimbOff,
I1.Move(Monkey, P1), I1.Move(Box, P1),
I1.Move(Monkey, P2), I1.Move(Box, P2),
I2.Move(Monkey, BoxTop), I2.Move(Box, BoxTop),
I2.Move(Monkey, Floor), I2.Move(Box, Floor).

5For the definition of aC+ action description see (Giunchiglia
et al. 2004, Section 4.2).

The causal laws ofMU are obtained from the axioms
of M by substituting for each variablev arbitrary elements
of U(s), wheres is the sort assigned tov in the variable
declaration part ofM .

According to the semantics of MAD, the model of an ac-
tion descriptionD corresponding to a universe functionU
for δ(D) is the transition system represented by theC+ ac-
tion descriptionδ(D)U , as defined in the semantics ofC+
(Giunchigliaet al. 2004, Section 4.4).

If for every sort names declared inδ(D) the set of ob-
ject names of sorts in δ(D) is nonempty then the function
that maps every sort names to the set of object names of
sort s is a universe function. The model ofD correspond-
ing to this universe function is thestandard model of D. For
instance, the standard model of the action description in Fig-
ure 1, which is depicted in Figure 2, corresponds to the uni-
verse function characterized by formulas (6). To be precise,
the labels of vertices and edges of the standard model in this
example contain, besides the symbols shown in Figure 2,
several auxiliary constants beginning with I1 and I2.

Conclusion
The language MAD, outlined in this paper, serves for de-
scribing action domains. A MAD action description con-
sists of modules that may contain references to other mod-
ules. Semantically, such a description represents a family of
transition systems.

We plan to use MAD to compile a general-purpose
database of knowledge about actions, in which we will “fac-
tor out” common elements of specific action domains stud-
ied in the literature on commonsense reasoning and plan-
ning. In the process, we will identify constructs that can be
added to the basic version of MAD described above to make
it a more versatile tool.

We plan also to extend the Causal Calculator6 to domains
described in MAD. The new version of CCALC will be used
to test and refine the general-purpose database of knowledge
about actions. Unlike the current version, it will need to
handle some nondefinite causal laws (laws with non-atomic
heads), because the equivalences (5), introduced by transla-
tion δ described above, are non-definite.
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